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Establish that it is an OER
 Ensure that it is openly licensed or resides in the public domain 
 Most Common Examples
 Creative Commons license
 Public Domain 







Project Achieve’s 8 OER Rubrics for 
Evaluation
 Rubric I. Degree of Alignment to Standards
 Rubric II. Quality of Explanation of the Subject Matter
 Rubric III. Utility of Materials Designed to Support Teaching 
 Rubric IV. Quality of Assessment 
 Rubric V. Quality of Technological Interactivity 
 Rubric VI. Quality of Instructional and Practice Exercises 
 Rubric VII. Opportunities for Deeper Learning 
 Rubric VIII. Assurance of Accessibility 
Additional Rubrics
 Open Touro Basic Checklist for OER evaluation
 https://libguides.tourolib.org/ld.php?content_id=52277011
 OER Evaluation and Selection Criteria (CUNY)
 https://oerworkshop.commons.gc.cuny.edu/wp-
content/blogs.dir/3451/files/2019/09/OER-Evaluation-and-Selection-Criteria.pdf
 Crowdsourced list for Evaluating OERs by Rebel Cummings Sauls
 https://docs.google.com/document/d/1em3bZ3x7cpp-
DmUkoZr2BmRg0VAKzqMFI7pr4t_cITY/edit#heading=h.89f6ijsbyb3
 BCCampus OpenEd Resources Checklist
 https://open.bccampus.ca/files/2014/07/Faculty-Guide-22-Apr-15.pdf
• OER are found everywhere, there’s no single platform
• OER exist in print (especially public domain) but most are digital (born or 
digitized)
• Why think about the platform when searching?
• Helps us find good OER, and recommend search strategies to patrons
• An additional check for quality, but no guarantee 
• Peer-review? Editorial selection? Follows publishing best practices?
• Is there a reputation associated with the platform? Publisher brand? 
• Is the content accessible and convenient for students?
Platforms/Digital Libraries and Evaluation
Use/reuse our Libguide to find OER
• https://libguides.tourolib.org/OER/Tutorials
• Incorporate finding OER in your libguides, personal notes, or 
bookmarks
Platforms and Evaluation, some examples
• Open Stax – Rice University
• Open Textbook Library – Initiative of Center for Open Education, 
University of Minnesota
• OER Commons – ISKME Institute for the Study of Knowledge 
Management
OpenStax
• Open Stax – Rice University
• All textbooks are peer reviewed
• Updated when necessary, usually in June
• List of reviewers, and errata on each OER
• Instructor resources require an account
• Partnerships and integrations with for-profit companies
Open Textbook Library
• Open Textbook Library - Center for 
Open Education, University of 
Minnesota
• Must meet criteria for inclusion
• Higher education institution, scholarly 
society, or professional organization
• Reviews from members (not the public)
OER Commons
• OER Commons – ISKME, Institute for 
the Study of Knowledge Management 
ed
• Option to search by rubric evaluated 
material
• Contains 'hubs' or communities, and user 
submitted ratings
• Inclusion criteria
Platforms you may already know 
• Pubmed Central (PCM) – National Library of Medicine
• Criteria for inclusion which includes peer review
• Option to include Medline indexed journals, which have their own criteria
• NCBI Bookshelf - National Library of Medicine
• Can specifically search for books in the biomedical, life sciences fields
• Specific criteria for inclusion
• HathiTrust Digital Library - Consortium 
• No born-digital works, everything is digitized
• Many public domain works, clear licensing on items, great for humanities
• JSTOR - ITHAKA (non-profit)
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PubMed Central 
• Pubmed Central (PCM) – National 
Library of Medicine
• Criteria for inclusion which includes 
peer review
• Option to include Medline indexed 




● Select “Show index list”
● Select CC licenses

